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Here considered is the bound to the lengths of input strings to be examined for checking 
equivalence of non-deterministic automata. It is shown that the optimal bound is of order 
0(2m + 2”), where m and 1z are the state numbers of the automata under question. For 
one-input automata, the lengths of strings to be examined can be considerably reduced, 
but they are not bounded by any polynomial function of state numbers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The first idea on the equivalence problem of finite automata should undoubtedly be 
credited to E. F. Moore, who presented in 1956 the way of checking equivalence of 
automata by distinguishing experiments ([5]). 0 ne of his results can be stated under 
certain modifications as follows (see [2], 143-144). Let A and B be incomplete deter- 
ministic automata with m states and n states, respectively. 
The automata A and B are equivalent ifJ they are compatible (that is, their acceptance 
coincides) for ev,ery input string whose length does not exceed m + n - 1. 
The bound m + n - 1 is hereafter called range of experiments for checking equivalence. 
This result is deeply related to the linear time algorithm of Hopcroft and Karp [4] for 
checking equivalence of deterministic automata. 
Now let us consider the non-deterministic version of this problem. As it is well known, 
a non-deterministic automaton with m states is simulated by a deterministic complete 
“subset machine” with 2” states. If the subset machine is allowed to be incomplete, its 
number of states can be decreased by one by eliminating the empty set. Hence we have the 
following range of experiments. 
Non-deterministic automata A with m states and B with n states are equivalent iff they 
are compatible for every input string whose length does not exceed 2” + 2n - 3. 
It was shown by F. R. Moore [6] that the number 2” of states of a (complete) subset 
machine cannot be reduced for certain cases. Similar results were found in Barnes [l] and 
also in Gill and Kou [3]. However, it has been open whether this range of experiments for 
non-deterministic automata can be improved (Eilenberg’s open problem [2], 147.) 
In this paper, we shall show that the order O(2” + 2%) of this range cannot be improved 
for automata with four inputs. Even for one-input automata, the range of experiments 
cannot be bounded by any polynomial function of the state numbers m and n. 
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Remark. If we are allowed to increase unlimitedly the number of inputs, then the range 
2” $ 2” - 3 is strictly optimal. The proof of this fact is omitted, since it is rather long ([7]). 
2. AUTOMATA WITH FOUR INPUTS 
In this section we describe the construction of four-input automata A and B for which 
the equivalence checking is very hard. 
Both of the automata A and B have a common set of states 
s = {sl , . . . )  s,} (n 3 6) 
and a common set of inputs 
I = {a, b, c, d}. 
The state si is their common initial state and ss is their unique final state. The transition 
functions 6, and 6, are defined in Table I. For instance, 
Hereafter, a subset ZJ of S is called configuration and is represented by a binary vector 
(ai ,..., a,) defined as follows: 
ai = 1 iff si is in Z’. 
TABLE I 
~A(s, x) and sB(s, Xja 
Input x 
state s a b c d 
$1 
S2 
s:1 
$4 
S5 
.h 
s, 
(7fi<n-2) 
G-1 
&I 
S, 
s 
o In most cases, SA(S, x) = 6,(s, x). Only exception is the case (*), in which we define: BA(s~ , c) 7: 
[s, , s,l and 6&, , c) = {se}. 
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For instance, the initial configuration {sl} is represented by (1, 0, O,..., 0). Using these 
components, the degree d(U) of the configuration U is defined as follows. 
d(U) =2n-1u1+2~-2uz+ . ..+2.a._,+a,. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let U be a conjiguration. 
(1) 6,4(U, x> # %(U, x) isfx = c and U = {sp} or {sl , s4}. In this case, the$nal state 
s, is in S,( U, c), but not in S,( U, c). Such a configuration U is said to be critical. 
(2) For an arbitrary input x, 
6,(S, x) = s and WY 4 = $4 
where X denotes either A or B. 
The proof is immediate by Table I. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An input x is said to be admissible for a confguration U, iff it satisfies 
the following conditions. 
(1) MU, 4 f d 
(2) &(U, x) f u 
(3) MU, 4 f s 
Admissible inputs for some particular configurations are shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
Admissible Next 
Configuration inputs configuration Effect” 
(100 ... 00) d (100111 ‘.’ 11) initialization 
(1001 * ,.. * 1) a (1001 * ... * 0) subtract one 
(1001 * . . . * 10) b (1001 * . . . * 01) subtract one 
(1001 * . . . * OQb C (001001 * ... *) shift right 
(100100 ... 00) C (0010010 ‘.. 0) detect the 
or non-equivalence 
(oooo010 ... 0) 
(0010 * ... * ooy a (0100 * ‘.. * 00) irrelevant 
b (0100 * . . . * 00) irrelevant 
C (001010 * .‘. *) shift right 
(0010 * “. * 1) a (0100 * .‘. * 0) subtract one 
(0010 * ..’ * 10) b (0100 * .” * 01) subtract one 
(010010 * ... *) d (0100 * ‘.’ * 11) shift left 
(01ooo1 * ... *) d (1001 * “. * 11) shift left 
a The effects of irrelevant inputs are examined in the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
b Here at least one component in “* ... *” is supposed to be 1. 
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Now let us consider the shortest input sequence ,$ = xi ... xr which distinguishes 
(if possible) the automata A and B. We denote by Ut the t-th configuration 6,({s,}, 
xi ... .xt) for this distinguishing sequence t. In particular, LrO represents the set {sJ. 
Obviously, every input xt should be admissible for ur_i . 
DEFINITION 2.2. A configuration zi of the form (1001” “. *) is said to be standard, 
where the symbol * denotes an arbitrary binary digit. In other words, I; is standard iff 
61 t s*} c 0’ c s - {sg , Q}. 
hm1.4 2.2. Let {U,) be the sequence of configurations defined above. 
(I) U1 s - {s2 ) s3}. 
(2) If a configuration CTt is standard but not critical, then there exists another standard 
configuration lI,Y satisfying the following conditions. 
(24 s > t 
(2b) d(U,) > d(U,) - 1 
(3) u,. 1 :-= {Sl , s,}, and xT = c. 
Proof. The property (1) is obvious, since no input other than d is admissible for U, . 
(2) I,et us consider a standard configuration U, of the form (1001.x ...y~(Oo)~), 
where s, y and z represent binary digits, y = 1 or z : 1, and k Ga 0. 
(Case 1) If k =:- 0 and z = 1, then no input other than a is admissible for U, . Hence 
o’,,, = u, - kJ> 
and therefore U,,, is standard. In this case, 
d( U,,,) = d( r;,) - 1. 
(Case 2) Suppose that k = 0 and z = 0. Since y L= I by assumption, no input other 
than b is admissible for U, . Thus U,,, = (1001 x 01) is standard and 
d( U,,,) = d( Ct) - 1. 
(Case 3) If R is not zero, only the input c is admissible. 
become admissible as well as c. Since the input c can be 
times, we can assume that 
After that, the inputs a and b 
Xt ... xtLj = & or cjb 
given successively at most k 
for some integerj, not greater than k. The configuration U,_j+l is therefore of the form as 
following. 
(3a) j = k and z = 1: (OIOO(lO)k-lO1x ... ~0). 
In this case, the input x~+~ should be a. 
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(3b) j = K, z = 0 and (consequently) y = 1: 
(0100(10)~-101x ... 01). 
In this case, the input Xt+j is b. 
(3~) j < k: (O1OO(1O)j-1O1x ~~*JG@~)“-~). 
The input x~+~ may be either a or b. 
The input d should then be given successively j times, since no other input is admissible. 
Thus the configuration Ut+sj+r is of the form as following. 
(3a’) (1001x ... yO(ll)“), 
(3b’) (1001x ... Ol(ll)lc) 
or 
(3c’) (1001x . . . p(OO)k-j( 1 I)j). 
In any case, the cibfiguration Ut+aj+r is standard and satisfies the condition (2b). 
(3) It has been verified also that the degree of a noncritical standard configuration 
U, can be decreased by/one by suitable inputs. The configuration U, = (1001 ... 11) can 
therefore be transfered eventually to the critical configuration (1001000 ... 00). Hence the 
automata A and B are not equivalent, U,_, = (100100 **a 00) and xr = c. 
THEOREM 1. The range of experiments for two non-deterministic automata, each with n 
states and four inputs, is of order O(2”) in certain cases. 
Proof. Let us consider the distinguishing sequence 4 for our automata A and B. On 
the way from the initial state to the critical configuration U,_, , both A and B traverse at 
least 2n-4 - 1 standard configurations. So the sequence 4 contains least 2n-4 inputs, 
including the last input c. 
EXAMPLE. When n = 6, 4 = cabc. 
It will be of interest to consider the relationship between the range of experiments and 
the complexity of checking equivalence measured by Turing machines. It may be an 
absorbing puzzle to construct two-input automata with n states, for which the length of 
the shortest distinguishing sequence is of order O(2”). 
3. AUTOMATA WITH ONE INPUT 
The equivalence problem is rather hard even for one-input automata. In fact, we can 
show two automata for which the range of experiments cannot be bounded by any 
polynomial function of state numbers. 
Let us consider the automata C and D, with a single input “l”, defined by the transi- 
tion diagrams in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The automaton C has three states 
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FIG. 1. The state s0 is initial and s2 is final. 
d @zYIe so . . . 
. . . 
FIG. 2. The symbol pi denotes the i-th prime number. Every state sij such that j # 1 is a final 
state. 
and accepts all non-empty strings but “1”. On the other hand, D, rejects the strings of 
the length as follows: 
1 +h.p,.p,~~.p,, 
where h is an arbitrary non-negative integer and pi denotes the i-th prime number. The 
number 7t of states of D, is: 
Obviously, the value 
n=l+PI+-~~+pk. 
R = 1 +p,p, “‘pk 
gives the minimum length of the string which detects the non-equivalence of these 
automata. 
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According to the famous theorem due to Tschebyshev, there exists a prime number 
between x and 2x for any real number x greater than one. By taking pi as x, we have 
and therefore 
Pi+1 < 2Pi 
n = 1 +p,+ . ..+p. 
< 1 + 2 + .” + 2” < 2’i+r. 
Now for any positive integer d, we can take a prime number p, such that 2d+1 < p, . 
Hence, for any integer K greater than s, 
R > (ps)k-~+l = E . (ps)k+l > c. (2dfl)"fl 
= c . (p+l)"+l > c. &+l, 
where c = p;“. Since d is arbitrary, the value R cannot be bounded by any polynomial 
function of the number n of states of D, . 
THEOREM 2. The minimum length of distinguishing sequences of two one-input automata, 
one with m states and the other with n states, cannot be bounded in general by any polynomial 
function of the state numbers m and n. 
For the one-input automata, however, we can reduce considerably the general bound 
2” + 2” - 3. Let us consider arbitrary one-input automata A with m states and B with 
n states. We denote by N the maximum of m and n, and by S the union of their state sets 
S, and S, . We assume that the individual state sets S, and Ss are disjoint. 
DEFINITION 3.1. (1) Let s be a state of an automaton X (X = A or B) and t a 
non-negative integer. We denote: 
U,(s) = kY(s, 1% 
where 6, stands for the transition function of X. In particular, 
Ws) = PI. 
(2) States s and s’ are said to be connected iff for some non-neagtive integers i andj, 
s is in Ui(s’) and s’ is in Uj(s). The connectedness is an equivalence relation in S,. 
Therefore the set S, (and consequently the union S) is partitioned into equivalence 
classes, each of which is called connected component. 
(3) A state s of X is said to be active iff for some positive integer Y, s is in U,(s). 
The least value of r is called rank of the active state s. 
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LEMMA 3. I. Let s be an active state and C the connected component containing s. 
(1) The rank r of s is not greater than the number w of states in C. 
(2) The sequence { Ut(s)} is periodic fey t > N”. 
Its period p, called the period of s, is not greater than the number ZL’ of the states in C. 
(3) If active states s and s’ are connected, then their period is identical. 
Proof. (I) Let s(O),..., S(Y) be the states which the automaton X may traverse on the 
way from s(0) = s to S(Y) = s. Ob vlously, all of these states are active and connected. 
Besides, since there is no shorter path, the states s( I),..., ~( ) r Y are distinct from each another. 
Thus the connected component C contains at least Y states. 
(2) For any non-negative integer t, 
U,(s) = S,(s, I “) c S,( U,,(s), I’) = ~‘t+r(s)r 
where Y is the rank of s. Hence 
U,(s) c UT(S) c Uzr(s) c “’ L s,. 
Since the set S, contains at most N elements, there must be an integer i .< N such that 
By the property (I), Y is not greater than N. Therefore, for any t A W, 
U,(s) = 6,( Ujr(S), 11-i’) = 8./(CTir+r(S), If-ir) == U,+,(s). 
Thus the sequence {U,(s)) p is eriodic for t > IV. Its period p is a divisor of the rank I’ 
and hence is not greater than the number of states in C. 
(3) Suppose that s is in Ui(s’) and s’ is in Uj(s). Then for any t, 
U,(s) c Ut+i(s’) c D;+i+,(s) 
and therefore for any h 
u,(s) C U, + ?L(i-j)(s). 
Now let p be the period of s. Then, for any t >, N”, 
that is, 
U,(s) c Ut+i(s’) c ut + ,W)(S) = U&h 
U,(s) = U,_Js’) 
for t > N’. Thus the states s and s’ have the same period. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let sx be the initial state of the automaton X. 
We denote: V, = U,(s,) u UI(sB). 
571/18/1-z 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let W be the whole set of active states of A and B. 
(1) Foranyt >N, 
N-l 
vt = u (j ut-iw 
i=l SEViAW 
If W = +, then V, = $ for all t > N. 
(2) Let L be the least common multiplier of the periods of all active states (when W = 4 
weputL = 1.) Thenfor any t > N(N + l), 
Proof. (1) The right hand side of the equality in (1) is obviously contained in the left 
hand side V, . We shall therefore show the opposite containment. 
Suppose that a state s of X is in V, . Then the automaton X traverses t + 1 states, say 
s(O),..., s(t), from s(O) = sr to s(t) = s. If t > N, then there must be integers i andj such 
that 
s(i) = s(j) and O<i<j<N. 
Hence the states s(i) in Vi is active. The state s is therefore in the set 
&(s(i), It-“) = U&s(i)), 
which is contained in the right hand side of the equality in (1). 
(2) If W = 4, then the property (2) is obvious. If W # 4 and t > N(N + I), then 
t - i is not less than N2 for any i < N. Thus for any active state s, we have 
U&.,(4 = Ut+&), 
since L is an integer multiple of the period of s. The property (2) is now immediate from 
the property (1). 
COROLLARY. If the automata A and B are not equivalent, then there is a distinguishing 
sequence whose length does not exceed 
N(N+ 1) +L. 
THEOREM 3. The range of experiments for two one-input automata, one with m states 
and the other with n states, can be bounded by the function of the form: 
where c is an arbitrary real number greater than one and c’ is a constant determined by c. 
Proof. Let c be an arbitrary real number greater than one. Let IL and v be the least 
integers satisfying the following conditions. 
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(I) For any non-negative integer t, t(t + 1) < UC?. 
(2) For any integer t not less than U, t < 8. 
Now let us consider automata A with m states and B with n states. Suppose that there 
are exactly k distinct periods p(l),..., p(k) of active states s(l),..., s(k) of these automata. 
We assume that 
P(l),..., p(h - 1) ,( TJ -=c P@),..., I-@). 
By Lemma 3.1, p(i) is not greater than the number of states in the connected components 
containing s(i), and any two of these states are in separate connected components. Hence 
p(l) + ... + p(k) < m + 71. 
Let L be the least common multiplier of these periods. Then, by Corollary of Lemma 3.2, 
the minimum length R of distinguishing sequences for A and B can be bounded as 
following. 
where c’ : = 
R <WV+ l)+L 
<(m+n)(mtni l>ip(l)...p@) 
( u . p+n + (q CPm)-~.~tPw) 
< u . p+n + (q p+n = Cl . pin, 
u + (w!). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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